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Representing spatial assemblies
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Results

“Child’s play” dataset

Introduction Method

occlusion out-of-view state changes unbalanced state distribution

GOAL: Build systems that understand how objects can be 
assembled to form larger parts, or how parts can be disassembled 
into constituent objects

USES: Collaborative robotics, industrial monitoring, information 
retrieval

APPLICATION: Parsing DUPLO block structures in videos from child 
behavioral experiments

Algorithm: Hypothesize and test

Experiments

Controlled dataset
• Camera has a clear view of every state

• Tests algorithm performance under 

conditions that match the model

We represent a spatial assembly as an edge-labeled graph (labels not shown). 
Vertices are objects, edges are connections, and edge labels are object relative poses. 
The state of an assembly can be changed by actions, which add or remove edges.

1. Generate a set of state hypotheses for each keyframe
2. Test each hypothesis locally
3. Decode state sequence globally
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for $ ∈ 1,… ,) :
// new hypotheses: any possible transition from
// previous best hypotheses
ℋ,-. ← prune ℋ,-.

ℋ, ← advance ℋ,-.

// test each hypothesis and store resulting
// probabilities in 8
for 9 ∈ ℋ,:
: ← render 9
;,
∗ ← register :, A,
8 9, $ ← log P 9.:,, ;.:,

∗ , A.:,

// find most probable state sequence (Viterbi)
9.:D
∗ ← decode 8

We derive a time-series graphical model for parsing assembly states 9.:D and poses ;.:D from a sequence of 
video keyframes A.:D.

To test a hypothesis 9, we render a 
template : in initial pose ;E, then 
register to find the best pose ;∗.
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